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This year is starting to feel a bit more normalized after the 2021-2022 record origination
numbers followed by the 2023 market disruption. In many ways, Fund finance has passed the
stress test and moved forward. What has 2024 shown us through the first half?

Funds Market and the Demand for Credit

Source: Prequin.

YTD fundraising of $514 billion looks roughly in line with last year’s pace and on track
toward $1.2–1.4 trillion for the year.

Consistent with our view coming into the year, we expect to see accommodative financial
conditions (e.g., tight credit spreads, buoyant equity valuations, low volatility, contained
credit, accommodative leverage) to drive improved private market capital velocity and
support fundraising.

We see a number of indications that this view is playing out as expected. Private credit
lending volume, which primarily finances sponsor-owned companies, suggests deal activity
will show sequential improvement when 1H PE data is reported.
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Source: Prequin.

Dollars raised are flowing to a narrower set of sponsors that have a demonstrated track
record of delivering returns over the long run.

The number of sponsors that raised PE funds in Q1 was roughly cut in half from a year ago,
according Pitchbook.

Not surprisingly, average fund size is moving up, consistent with rising sponsor
concentration.

Source: Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

We kicked off 50 new fund finance representations in May, (U.S. and UK combined), up
about 60% from a year earlier.

Year-over-year gains have been easy to come by in the past two months, given the sharp
slowdown in Q2 of last year.

Despite the narrowing of sponsors apparent in fundraising, we see more lenders involved in
the fund finance market YTD and a reduced concentration among the top lenders.

Banks and the Availability of Credit



Source: Federal Reserve Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

After significant outflows, deposit levels in the U.S. have been stabilized.

Below the surface, deposit stability has come at a price: Banks paying more on deposits,
backfilling with other borrowing sources, and by using brokered and listed deposits.

The resulting increase in liability costs continues to pose a headwind to NII and profitability,
and some institutions have responded by reducing earning assets.

For fund finance this has meant divergence between lenders, and generally a more targeted
approach on the lender side. 

Source: Federal Reserve Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

Overall loan growth has been essentially flat to date in 2024.

Redeploying the balance sheet in a higher rate environment is running into weak demand in
most lending categories and an evolving credit picture. Credit card and auto delinquencies
have been moving noticeably higher.

Not surprisingly, banks have been leaning into the non-depository financial institution
category, which includes lending to funds, REITs, BDCs, and other finance providers.

As we have emphasized in the past, collateral values in fund finance (uncalled capital
commitments) are far more insulated from higher rates than many asset classes, such as
CRE (higher cap rates) or corporate lending (lower coverage ratios).



Source: FDIC and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

Charge-offs tend to ramp late in the credit cycle, but credit card and auto loan performance
are already showing signs of strain.

Weakening loan performance in consumer lending categories and the well-publicized
challenges in CRE complicate the path to loan growth and balance sheet repositioning.

But these trends also suggest we could see new lenders legging into fund finance loan
participations or standing up new bilateral programs to source loan growth.

Source: Federal Reserve and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

A higher price of credit has meant lower overall demand for loans.

On net, bank respondents continue to report weakening demand across lending categories.

But, outside of consumer loans, where demand is falling, the direction of travel has been up,
meaning fewer banks are seeing further weakening in loan demand.

Market Themes



Source: Federal Reserve and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

Outside of fund finance, credit spreads are making a run at post-GFC tights.

Credit spreads are also increasingly reflecting a reach-for-yield dynamic with lower-
investment-grade rated credit products tightening more over the past month.

In this context, fund finance lending presents a unique value: margins should be intriguing to
a broad host of fixed income investors.

Source: Jefferies LLC. 

The potential for duration lengthening in private fund investments may have been
underappreciated coming into 2023-2024.

As distributions have slowed, investment returns have moved farther into the future,
representing a portfolio management challenge for LPs.

Not surprisingly, LP-led secondaries activity increased in 2023 as LPs sold positions to raise
liquidity.

These conditions could help secondaries volume again in 2024 and, over time, may support
NAV origination volume growth.



Not limited to fund finance:

Source: AXA IM Alts and Bloomberg LP. 

More than ever, the fund finance market requires a full platform approach.

In 2024, we are seeing growing need among lenders for capital management strategies,
which brings multiple disciplines into the fund finance conversation.

CRT/SRT transaction volume continues to gain momentum.

In Europe, credit ratings are part of the capital management toolkit, but on both sides of the
pond, structured transactions and the inclusion of non-bank lenders are real themes. All
require a coordinated multi-discipline approach.

Conclusion

We end with a few observations from the first half that we expect will continue to shape the
fund finance market in the remainder of the year.

The NAV market continues to see steady growth, although perhaps not (yet) at the
breakneck speed some have predicted. That growth has been accompanied by increased
media and investor scrutiny, with certain publications running with the theme that investors
object to the use of NAV financing. This criticism has included splashy quotes by a few
select investors and has focused largely on the use of NAV financing to distribute capital to
investors because of the costs of such financing and the impact such distributions may have
in improving DPI numbers. Our experience of the market though has been that NAV
financing is being infrequently used to fund distributions (and then only based on the needs
of, and based on input from, investors). We more frequently see such financing used to
make strategic acquisitions, to support struggling portfolio companies or to refinance higher
cost corporate debt, all of which should be accretive to fund investors. For these use cases,
we see robust investor support and acceptance.

Insurance money is king. Insurance money has come to permeate the fund finance market
like never before. This is evident in the market as many asset managers have set up funds
dedicated to deploying insurance company money into fund finance deals. Facilities are
incorporating term tranches into what have historically been revolving structures. Term loans
are subjected to non-call periods. And rating agencies are developing frameworks to rate
both sublines and NAV loans. All of this is being done to attract money from the insurance



sector, with insurance companies willing to provide financing to top tier managers and
diversified portfolios for longer terms and at lower cost. This has attracted the attention of
the NAIC, which has a lead role in setting regulatory and capital standards for U.S.
insurance companies. Market participants are watching to see how recent guidance
regarding what constitutes a bond will be implemented.

In the U.S., the regulatory capital rulemaking process is expected to move forward in the
coming months, and could begin to inform the balance sheet allocation and facility pricing.

Securitization techniques are increasingly being deployed in the fund finance world.
Collateralized fund obligations, rated note feeders and other A/B structures have become a
regular feature of fund finance borrowers and structures.

Earlier in the year we pointed out that more granular call report disclosure on loans to non-
depository financial institutions (NDFIs) signaled coming regulatory attention to this lending
category going forward. The Federal Reserve demonstrated its building interest in two
important ways this week: Early in the week, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
published a three-part series on nonbank financial institutions. Then, yesterday, the Fed Board
of Governors proposed revisions to its Capital Assessments and Stress Testing information
collection forms (FR Y-14) that cites concerns over the rapid growth of bank exposures to
NDFIs and the associated risk to banks. The proposed form update requires filers to
disclose more information on NDFI loans that will cover the type of entity, security, fee
structure, and borrower financial information. These disclosures are aimed at addressing a
“material data gap” in the stress test process.

Similarly, earlier this year the Bank of England’s Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA)
issued a letter to bank chief risk officers detailing findings from its ‘thematic review of private
equity related financing activities’. The PRA specifically referred to the increase in bank
exposure to what it calls ‘non-traditional’ forms of financing to PE funds, namely subscription
and NAV facilities, and identified weaknesses in the current risk management frameworks
that banks employ in order to control their exposure to the PE sector. Expect closer
regulatory attention to be a prominent part of the operating environment going forward.

Given the theme of balance sheet repositioning, lender networking really matters—the next
new deal may be coming from a lender hand-off. Syndication desks and industry
relationships are more important than ever.

So is innovation. We keep adding to the toolkit – LP liquidity, lender capital management,
and capital markets are key themes that are driving future innovation and suggest thinking
broadly. Let us know how we can help.

https://www.cadwalader.com/uploads/media/Loan_Transparency_Proposals_May_Bring_Some_Clarity_-_Law360.pdf
https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/mediaadvisory/2024/0613-2024
https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2024-13798.pdf?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/letter/2024/thematic-review-of-private-equity-related-financing-activities.pdf


Meet the Newest Members of FFA Asia-Pacific Committees
June 21, 2024

The Fund Finance Association is pleased to share some exciting news about the evolution of
the FFA's APAC Committees!

We are delighted to introduce new additions to our APAC Executive Committee: Ian Roebuck,
a local partner at Baker & McKenzie's Singapore office, and Patrick Wong, a partner based in
Allen & Overy's Hong Kong office. Their expertise and commitment will further drive our mission
forward as we adapt to the ever-changing market landscape.

As we welcome these exceptional professionals, we express heartfelt gratitude to Darren
Choy, Albert Tan, and Emma Wang, who have stepped down from our Executive Committee
but will remain involved as they transition and join our APAC Advisory Council. Their insights
and leadership will continue to be instrumental in shaping the FFA's future in the APAC region.
Daniel Toblib, Head of Fund Finance Origination APAC at Macquarie Group has also joined
our Advisory Council.

We look forward to working closely with our official APAC NextGen Committee to drive
meaningful impact and advancement within the community of junior professionals in the Fund
Finance industry. We are happy to gain the support of Natalie Carter, Adrian Chiang, and
Victoria Eriksson as our APAC NextGen co-chairs, as well as members Somdatta Basu,
Karen Chow, Pui Yee Lai, Emily Tsoi, and Shutian Xu.

The newest members of the FFA APAC Diversity Committee will undoubtedly contribute to the
continued success of Diversity in the APAC region. We are excited to welcome co-chairs
Shankul Mittal, Beelee Seah, and Anuj Shah, and member Lily Miao as we promote
education, opportunity, action, and affinity in the fund finance community.

While we continue to expand in the region, the ongoing support of our sponsors and the
broader fund finance community remains invaluable to our success.



Thanks for Joining DealCatalyst Securitization in Fund Finance
Conference
June 21, 2024

Partner Angie Batterson and Special Counsel Michael Celso Gonzalez both enjoyed speaking at
the DealCatalyst Securitization in Fund Finance Conference this week in New York. Thank you
to all those who joined to hear them discuss an Overview of the Spectrum of Structures in Fund
Finance and Motivations and Strategies for CFO Issuance, respectively.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/angie-batterson-1b68843/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-celso-gonzalez-1b917246/


Happening Next Week: Suits & Soju
June 21, 2024

The Diversity in Fund Finance Committee is excited to invite you to the Second Annual
Summer Soiree: Suits & Soju!

Join us for an evening of networking and Korean tapas at Baro by Chefs Society where we will
share the story behind owner Seolbin Park opening her popular Korean gastropub and
weathering the challenges faced by many small businesses during COVID.

In recognition of Pride month, we will be holding a raffle to benefit The Trevor Project, with
prizes and more! The Trevor Project is the leading suicide prevention and crisis intervention
nonprofit organization for LGBTQ+ young people.

Come celebrate Korean culture and support a fantastic minority small business owner while
benefiting our DFF community.

BARO means 바로 in Korean translating to “Do It Right” - so don’t miss out!

Space is limited; please confirm your spot here!

Event Details:

Location: Baro by Chefs Society - 23 W 31st St, New York

Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024

Time: 6:00PM – 9:00PM EDT

https://clicktime.symantec.com/15uBhk83kHMWubMtKPZB9?h=x3nyzJR-JTAN0DZUMoqgO0gJWp6nocKA4o8Ed7hg5BQ=&u=https://www.eventbrite.com/e/dff-second-annual-summer-soiree-tickets-918940635177?aff%3Doddtdtcreator


Fund Finance Hiring
June 21, 2024

Fund Finance Hir ing

Here is who's hiring in Fund Finance: 

Cadwalader's Fund Finance group is currently interviewing staff attorney candidates in our
Charlotte, NC, and New York, NY, offices. These positions are great opportunities for recent law
school graduates to join a growing and dynamic Fund Finance practice, and for more senior
attorneys with unrelated legal experience to transition into Fund Finance. Interested candidates
can apply directly via this link. Please contact Sarah Breen at sarah.breen@cwt.com with any
questions.

KBRA (Kroll Bond Ratings Agency, LLC) is seeking an experienced attorney to join the Ratings
Legal team, in support of the Funds and ABS units. Position can be based in New York or
Chicago. Interested candidates can find more information here.

https://recruiting.cwt.com/videsktop/viRecruitSelfApply/RecApplicantEmail.aspx?Tag=7a5ec279-45e8-4db6-b1b0-5da88a837bd7
mailto:sarah.breen@cwt.com
https://boards.greenhouse.io/krollbondratingagency/jobs/7419799002

